
JAN 1 1 1977 

Dear Jim, 	 1/9/76.  

I taped part of CBS' 60Unutes show tonight in the expeotat;I:on you would not 
and might be interested in korry. i wish you could have seen his face. Like a special 
kind of zealot, one with special political messages coming from those kinds of beliefs. 
As a result, although I am certain there is some if not much truth in what he says I 
do not know what to believe and what not to. 

There are the typical quantum jumps and the atypical Wallace ignoring of them. 
This part was an ax job, on Sprensen and kondale and the Kennedys by name. Aa an 
example of what I. mean that will take careful listening to pick up, kondale is in 
on all the Chile dirtyworke becayse he was privy. Ile knew/ How? . Because he is hunphrey's 
protege and Humphtey wrote a letter of this nature, corrupting Chile, to Korry. 

The Kennedys did all of this, including, somehow, in 1964. How? Bobby 	in 
charge of all clandestine activity, I think this is the CIA line, not the fkt. 

These supposedly tough huy on CBS letting a propagandist yet away with all that 
propaganda is not like them. Nor is it to play straiEht all the nonsense about Korry's 
testimony. He was on camera in person where he could say all he 	in his tertimony. 
His testimony is not proof of his repetition- of the same stuff elsewhere. 

I think there are obvious reasons for possible reluctance in printiwr it. The names 
are of big people, not little ones. Politicians care about big names. 

If I have no way of knowing .;hat is true and what is not in what Kerry days and 
do believe that there are ghosts in the closets of all administrations over what they 
did with and to 'uatin America, This guy is talkingabout the dead and then not really 
reasonably. But this kind of publicity can. force the testimony" out and damage - you 
guessed it - no right-winger. 

you can decide for yourself. iou know more about this than I  do. I do not really 
need this tape, but yx if you don't want it I'd rather have you r.,turn it than erase 
it because of what it myy.say about CBS in political activity Euieed as "hewsUl 

The runover is of the girl whose picture at 1.RXM Kent State attnected so much 
atentior - what happened to her. 

Best, 


